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Barcelona Hent PDF Forlaget skriver: Updated for 2018 a new refreshing modern look, with clearer mapping
making it easier to read and navigate your way around Barcelona. Discover Barcelona by foot, car or bike
using Michelin Barcelona City Plan (scale 1/12,000 cm). In addition to Michelin�'s clear and accurate

mapping, this city plan will help you explore and navigate across Barcelona�'s different districts thanks to its
full index, its comprehensive key showing places of interest and tourist attractions, as well as practical

information on public transport leisure facilities, service stations and shops! For meetings, shopping trips or
simply exploring, let MICHELIN CITY PLANS show you way!- Car parks, one-way and pedestrian streets,
public transport- Practical information - from hospitals and service stations to entertainment and shops.-

Comprehensive street index- Tourist sights, places and buildings of interest- Useful numbers and internet sites
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